Management consulting firm
rapidly scales product development
A consulting firm with over $700 million in revenue, faced challenges in scaling their
development operations to meet tight release deadlines

ADDRESSING THE MANDATE
To quickly meet deadlines on a series of critical projects, the client needed best-in-class engineering
expertise, delivered at scale.
A service partnership to help validate design,
development, testing, support and maintenance
parameters

Three engineering teams to develop their
product in time for their launch deadlines

Ramped up development operations to reduce
time-to-market

THE RESULTS
Early Flaw Detection
We established process flows and monitoring systems to detect technical challenges at an early
date. This helped resolve flaws in the development process before they affected project schedules.
100% Deadline Compliance
By leveraging a combination of our expertise and emerging technologies, we were able to help the
client meet release deadlines and significantly reduced their time-to-market.
Quick Scrap Reduction
Rapid scrap reduction and resource sequencing helped meet to meet aggressive deadlines.

THE CHALLENGES INVOLVED

01

Engineering On A Deadline
Collabera was required to build, train and
deploy multiple engineering teams to design,
develop, test new product offerings, while
ensuring extended reach across product
sustenance, support and maintenance activities.

02

Ramping Up To Meet Deadlines
Overall, the client was facing a tight release
schedule to launch new product offerings.

THE APPROACH & THE SOLUTION
To address the project needs, Collabera built and deployed three engineering teams with deep
domain expertise to work with the client’s existing development infrastructure:
We deployed design features to intercept
development flaws early, ensure rapid scrap
reduction and enable resource sequencing for
faster issue resolution

Our team helped in developing product
components for software/business service as per
client’s project needs

Founded in 1991, Collabera is a leading global IT
staffing and services company that helps enterprises
transform their technology, processes and operational
models. We empower our customers by overcoming
bottlenecks and silos, and building connected
business systems that scale in real time.
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